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MATTHEW MELLON, WFSA PRESIDENT

a message from

THE PRESIDENT

A GREAT DEAL HAS TRANSPIRED OVER THE LAST FOUR MONTHS.
AS CRAZY AS IT HAS BEEN, THE DIRECTORS OF WILD SHEEP
FOUNDATION ALBERTA HAVE BEEN AS BUSY AS EVER.

Early March saw us riding a high
coming off one of our most successful conventions. In hindsight, we
were really lucky to hold such a great
fundraiser and banquet some four
days before all the Covid-19 closures.
Our team of directors, volunteers,
and sponsors pulled off yet another
well attended and successful event.
This year saw over 800 people in
attendance for Saturday night. The
Friday night social is also getting to be
quite popular. The room was packed
with sheep hunters eager to see old
friends and swap a few stories with

new ones. The red eye that is the
life members’ breakfast was also a
hit this year with some great raffle
prizes given away.
Post banquet saw the new board
re-organizing and coming to grips
with the ever evolving pandemic.
Not being able to meet in person to
reorganize committees, or meet with
government officials while we hone
our focus for the next year, the task
wasn’t easy but we somehow were
able to get through it.

This summer we will be working
with Alberta Environment and Parks
and private contractors to complete
the prescribed burn plans for the
Evan Thomas region.
While this board is pro-industry
and oil and gas we have wrote and
submitted a letter to Alberta Energy
Regulator questioning the coal exploration in some of the mountain areas
of Grande Cache.
WSFAB has contributed to this
year’s hunting regulations with an
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THE PRESIDENT (continued)
update on Bighorn sheep disease testing.
Recently we have also been involved with SILT, a land management
group out of British Columbia. We are
currently raising funds through a call
to action to help purchase a piece of
land for Bighorn conservation in the
Grande Forks area.
WSFAB is also funding some trail
clearing in the Willmore. The Rocky
Mountain Wilderness Society will be
taking on the all physical work. Chris
Genert and his crew have made some
excellent trail in the past summers.
In August, we hosted our annual
youth camp. This year, due to the
uncertainty and restrictions, it was a
jam packed one-day event at the gun
range in Hinton.

WSFAB has been in discussions
with TECK coal representatives on
how to manage Luscar and Gregg
River once the lands are certified and
returned to the Crown.
WSFAB has also been meeting with
Alberta Conservation Association
biologists and representatives on
conservation priorities over the next
few years.
If all goes well, November will see
Alberta hosting the Wild Sheep and
Goat Council symposium in Canmore
(November 2-5, 2020).
The rest of the summer will be
busy working on getting various conservation initiatives off the ground
and ramping up for our Hunt of a
Lifetime draw. As well, preparations
will start to begin on our 22nd an-

nual banquet and auction slated for
the first weekend in March of 2021.
In all, I can confidently say that
wild sheep conservation is in good
hands with this dedicated and passionate group of people.
I hope the wild sheep family has
weathered this pandemic well and I
look forward to days when we can all
meet again.

Yours in Conservation,

Matt
hew Mellon

Matthew Mellon, WSFA President

ADVERTISE WITH US!
WSFA newsletter ad rates (full colour):
			 1x RATES		
2x - 3x RATES		
4x RATES
BACK COVER		$475			$450			$400
FULL PAGE		$350			$325			$300
1/2 PAGE		$250			$225			$200
1/4 PAGE		$150			$125			$100

PLEASE SUBMIT ADVERTISING INQUIRIES TO INFO@WSFAB.ORG
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GANA RIVER OUTFITTERS LTD.
Horse or Backpack Hunts

RIFLE OR BOW IN CANADA’S NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

Hunt the Beautiful Mackenzie Mountains

For a First Class…Fair Chase Hunt…
HAROLD GRINDE • Box 528, Rimbey, AB T0C 2J0

403-357-8414
email: ganariver@pentnet.net web: www.ganariver.com
ph:
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meet the director:

BRIAN SCOTT

HI, MY NAME IS BRIAN SCOTT AND I BELIEVE THIS IS MY 8TH YEAR
OF SERVING WITH THE WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION OF ALBERTA IN
SOME CAPACITY. CURRENTLY I AM THE TREASURER AND IT’S A ROLE
I HAVE HELD IN THE PAST. SO I SUPPOSE IT IS MY TURN TO FINALLY
CONTRIBUTE TO THE NEWSLETTER. HERE’S GOES....
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I have lived my whole life in Rocky
Mountain House and I farm here with
my wife Stacey. We have cattle, put
up hay and also have grain crops.
When I was younger I spent a lot of
time guiding and was lucky enough
to spend some falls in bighorn sheep
country learning from Brian Hallock
the ways of a sheep hunter. It seems
in my line of work there is always a
shortage of time in hunting season
and I always dream about time spent
in the mountains where a person can
escape the pace of the real world.
Throughout my hunting career I
have been fortunate to chase pretty
much everything Alberta has to offer
and have been with many friends
and clients when they can accomplish something they’ve been dreaming about. Hunting is some of the
best quality time you can spend with
people and it will surely show you
the true person that they are. A big-

horn so far doesn’t share a spot on
the walls of my trophy room. I have
spent a lot of time looking for the
“right one” but as of yet our paths
haven’t crossed. Possibly harvest will
be co-operative this season and once
again I will find myself in amongst
the peaks with a great friend in
search of my dream ram.
My time spent on the board has
been a lot of work and very rewarding. I have enjoyed the time spent
at our youth camp, attending trade
show booths and working alongside
a lot of very passionate people. I feel
the WSFA and it’s affiliates a are very
important part of the conservation
picture and are necessary to assist
government in the management of
our resource. If you have the time
and the desire to give back this is a
tremendous organization to be a part
of.
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PEAK MEALS

GEAR FILE

BY DALLAS COTA

“YOU’RE SO LUCKY, YOU GET TO TEST GEAR FOR A LIVING!”
I HEAR THIS ALL THE TIME.
MY RESPONSE, YES, I’M VERY FORTUNATE HOWEVER TESTING
GEAR COMES WITH MANY UNKNOWNS. IF THE GEAR YOU’RE
TESTING PERFORMS AS PLANNED, GREAT! IF THE GEAR FAILS,
WELL, THAT CAN MAKE A TRIP MISERABLE OR VERY SHORT.
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Bighorn sheep are my animal of
choice for hunting and as any sheep
hunter will agree, grams add up
to ounces, and ounces add up to
pounds. Everything you put in your
pack has to perform, whether it’s
your boots, rain gear, tent and yes
food.
Over the last decade I have tried
most major brands of dehydrated
and freeze dried meals. I don’t
consider myself to having a fussy
appetite, I like to eat, and I don’t
struggle to eat in the back country.
This also means I’ve eaten my fair
share of meals that I didn’t care for
and learned the hard way on which
ones make the cut and which ones
don’t. Each brand has their high
points, but I had yet to find a brand

where every meal they produced was
the same quality across their whole
selection of meals. The next struggle
was finding the ones that had the
proper balance of protein, fats, carbs
and hopefully less sodium.
The next phase of my freeze dried
journey had me adding various seasonings, peanuts, beef jerky, tabasco
sauce, Ichiban noodles etc. to the
meals that had made the previous
cut. This worked well for a season
or two until I ran out concoctions. I
explored dehydrating my own food
and building my own meals, the time
and energy needed to do this left me
looking elsewhere before traveling
down this road.
Over the past two years I’ve
slowly started carrying more real
food for the majority of my meals
as my guts have had enough of the
high salt and preservatives that go
along with typical dehydrated meals.
Vacuum sealing pre-made bagel
sandwiches, pizza, and homemade
breakfast bowls to name a few. The
struggle here was finding foods that

would keep longer then 5-6 days and
provide enough variety to keep me
somewhat excited about the next
meal.
Last year, while wasting time on
Instagram I stumbled across a “PEAK
Refuel” post. I didn’t know anything
about them and started following
them assuming they were just another dehydrated meal company with a
good social media game.
After a simple google search and
a short read I realized that I have
found something truly new. They
have almost double the protein
(100% freeze dried meat), no soy fillers, are non-GMO, use only premium
ingredients and require less water
to rehydrate. Their heaviest meal
weighs in at 6.35oz and require less
water than to rehydrate than the
majority of competing brands. Now
to locate a distributor which proved
to be easier than one would think.
Briden Solutions out of Calgary is
the authorized distributor in Canada.
Setup an account, place your order
and have your meals delivered to

your door.
My time as a guinea pig has
taught me a couple lessons, the first
one being always test a new product prior to a legitimate trip. This
rule is susceptible to time permitting and, in most cases, doesn’t
work out. However, this time I had
a quick overnight trip into Landslide
Lake with daughters. I had a several
Mountain House and Alpine Aire
meals plus a new shipment of PEAK
Refuel meals (and guinea pigs).
The trek into Landslide lake is
a 20km roundtrip and a relentless elevation grind both ways that
will leave with you a big appetite
upon reaching the lake. Once camp
was setup, we boiled up water and
poured the required amount. After waiting the recommended time
with the PEAK Refuel meal being
the fastest we each tasted the 3
brands. Now everyone has different
taste buds and my daughters are
no exception to this rule. The votes
didn’t take long to come in and the
consensus was the same across the
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GEAR FILE (continued)
board. The PEAK meals were lighter
by weight, used less water, rehydrated faster, smelled incredible and
tasted even better. The PEAK meals
were worth their weight in gold. As
sisters do, a small argument broke
out as to who was eating more than
their fair share of the PEAK “Beef
Stroganoff” meal. It carried the same
sour cream and slight yogurt taste
that the same meal would carry in a
quality restaurant. The next morning, I put the “Strawberry Granola”
to the test and again it passed with
flying colors. The sugar content is
higher than I would like but a minor

issue once you taste it. A hot coffee
and the Strawberry Granola meal are
the perfect start to any day.
I continued to test the rest of the
lineup over the course of several
Alberta sheep hunts and one 15-day
Stone sheep hunt in British Columbia. I thoroughly enjoyed all the
meals however the “Sweet Pork and
Rice” and “Chicken Teriyaki Rice”
would be the two I could go without.
This is more of a personal preference as I don’t care for these meals
in a restaurant and they aren’t beard
friendly. The “Breakfast Skillet” is
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almost big enough for two as I have
a hard time finishing it in one sitting.
Overall, they all left me full and not
craving water due to the low sodium
content.
Lower sodium content, 2x the
protein, less water and lower wait
times make the PEAK Refuel meals
the new leader in the freeze dried
meal game.
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marco polo :

A SHEEP FROM
ANOTHER WORLD

BY CHRIS GENERT
IF YOU ARE READING THIS ARTICLE, I
AM GUESSING YOU ARE MOST LIKELY
A MEMBER OF WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION ALBERTA. THAT SAID, WE PROBABLY HAVE A COMMON INTEREST, THAT
BEING A BIT OF A SICKNESS WHEN IT
COMES TO MOUNTAINS AND THE CRITTERS THAT INHABIT THEM.

For myself, growing up northeast
of Edmonton in some of the best
whitetail country there is, I didn’t get
to see the mountains or wild sheep
very often. Chasing whitetails after
school and on weekends consumed
almost 100 per cent of my hunting
efforts except when one of the family members would get a mule deer

draw in a prairie zone.
In the early 90s when I graduated
from high school, my dad helped
me get a job in the Yukon for that
summer/fall with an outfitter out of
Whitehorse. This is where I first got a
taste of what sheep hunting was all
about and the challenges surrounding it. You could say I was hooked.
One day at the base camp cabin I
picked up an “Ovis” magazine which
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was unknown to me at the time.
Flipping through the pages I saw trophy photos of the Marco Polo sheep
and I was just amazed at the size
and majestic look of this sheep. Like
a sheep from another world.
Fast forward 25ish years with a
handful of North American sheep
tags of my own filled, I found myself
planning to hunt the Marco Polo
sheep, a hunt I previously thought
would be out of reach for me. I
talked with literally hundreds of
experienced people to get them to
share their experiences including the
good , the bad, and the ugly. Believe
me, there was some of all three in
those stories I heard, but sometimes
you have to make your best bet and
roll the dice as there is risk in everything we do.
My final decision was to book with
Mike Monnin of CaptivateM Outdoors
and the plan was to be hunting in
the Pamir mountains of Tajikistan in
December 2019. Mike was unable to
make it on the hunt due to unforeseen circumstances but through
some discussion with Mike, I decided
that my 17-year-old son Quinn would
come along for this lifetime experience.
They say on a hunt that the journey is half the experience. I don’t
think there have been truer words
spoken in this case. We left Edmonton and headed for Toronto. After a
short layover it was off to Istanbul,
Turkey, then another layover and we
were off to the final flight destination
of Dushanbe Tajikistan.
After a quick bite and confirmation of all luggage we jumped in an
SUV and hit the road toward base
camp. After 12 hours of Baha 500
style driving, much of the way along

the Afghanistan border, we pulled off
in a small town (Khorog) for our first
much needed horizontal rest.
The next morning, we were up and
gone for the final eight hour drive
to base camp named Murgab, about
100 miles from the border of China.
Once we arrived, we shot our rifles
and took it easy for the rest of the
day to climatize as this camp is at
about 13,500 feet in elevation.
The first morning we were up with
anticipation of what the day would
bring, with clear skys and cold air
we loaded into the “backup” SUV as
our intended ride was froze nup and
wouldn’t start in the -30C temps.
Making our way down the valley,
we spotted a couple bands of sheep
feeding on the valley floor and I
quickly realized how spooky these
sheep are as they were instantly on
the run from a mile away. We worked
our way through some drainages
and over a high pass glassing sheep
whenever we could.
It was about mid-morning when
we spotted our rams about a mile
away feeding up a drainage and
from what I could tell the one looked
pretty good and was worth a closer
look so we dropped down to the
creek bottom out of sight and carried
on up the valley to the next drainage. At this point we left the SUV
and planned to hike up to the head
of the drainage and peek over to get
a closer look at the rams.
When we reached the top and
were about 200 yards from our
planned vantage point, I looked up
and there they were standing. Talk
about getting busted in the wide
open! It was time to make things
happen, so I dropped and got my

bipod out while Quinn got the video
camera going and called the range.
The rams spooked and ran out to a
little over 300 yards before stopping
to look back, at this point I touched
one off.
It seemed like forever to hear the
solid hit report back, but when it
did I have never been more relieved.
The ram peeled off from the rest
and you could see his shoulder was
broken as he went out of site. After
a quick pursuit and follow up shot
and I was able to put my hands on
the Marco Polo sheep I had seen in
my dreams.
I’m not going to lie, walking up to
him was a bit overwhelming, and I’m
not sure if it was the experience of
taking a ram like this or the relief of
the pressure a guy puts on himself
because of the investment involved.
Either way it was a great feeling.
The guides couldn’t wait to get a
tape on him so as soon as we got
back to camp, we roughed him at
61”x60”x 16.5”
Now it was time to look for Mid
Asian Ibex which I was really looking
forward to. We hunted with the same
strategy of covering ground with the
SUV and glassing Ibex herds from a
distance in search of a good one.
After a few days with no luck we
moved to a new area that was a
couple hours drive away from base
camp. Entering this new area, the
smell of smoke from burning yak
dung from the herdsmen’s shanties
filled the valley. Late that morning
we spotted a herd moving high up
in the rocks with a heavy old billy
within the group.
After a quick stalk and a longer
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a sheep from another world (continued)
shot than I would have liked, I got
a bullet into the one I was after. He
bedded down at about 1,100 yards
and we just watched him for the rest
of the day as we had no approach
without him seeing us.
Not wanting to spook him over
the mountain we decided to give
him some time and come back the
next morning. After a restless night
we left early to be at our spot for
daybreak. To our surprise he was in
the same spot but still alive, so we
needed to make a move on him.
Up we went trying to use a bit of
a low draw for cover but there was
no way we could stay out of sight.
When we were less than halfway into
the stalk he was up and gone, so we
just kept going up and up and up.
The terrain was steep with lots of
large jumbly rock that could hide an
elephant, so we were unaware of his
location.
It was late in the afternoon and
we were darn near at the top of the
mountain, we had nothing to lose so
I took a couple shots into the cliffs to
maybe get him to stand. Ten minutes
later, Quinn spotted him working his
way out of the cliffs about 350 yards
ahead of us and at that, it was time
to finish what I started. What a relief
to put him down for good.
Estimating we were close to
18,000’ elevation we took some quick
pics and started our decent into the
dark getting back to camp just before
midnight.
Before leaving on the trip I was
able to coordinate for Quinn to
hunt Ibex as well if time permitted.
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Unknown to Quinn this was quite a
surprise and you couldn’t wipe the
smile off his face as we headed out
that next morning.
It was a beauty of a day without a
cloud in the sky as we started seeing
several herds of Ibex in an area we
hadn’t been before. It was mid-day
when we spotted a dozen or so billys
bedded sunning themselves on a
slope just below some rocky cliffs.
There were a couple good ones in
the bunch so we made a stalk and
got to the next ridge across from
them.
At 465yards we were as close as
we were going to get so Quinn set
up and picked a good billy that gave
him a good angle. The first shot was
a little high and over his back so the
Ibex started running up to the cliffs
for cover. All I can say is the barrel
got a little warm before it was all
over but Quinn got it done, and boy
did we have some laughs!
The next couple days we relaxed
and got to socialize with the camp
crew a fair bit before we headed
back to the airport. It’s funny that
even with limited language comprehension you can still get to know
and appreciate people. The local
people involved were great. The
cultural experience was priceless,
seeing the sheep and yak herders in
those remote valleys just like they
were hundreds or even thousands of
years ago made me appreciate what
we have at home, and I am proud to
be able to share the experience with
my son.
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ROY getson:

FREEZING TO DEATH

BY ROY GETSON

It will be 14 years this year at
the end of September.
I set out on a solo sheep hunt.
Before I left home, my wife Rhonda and I argued about me going
on this trip. Usually any solo hear
from me. Even the guys at work
said I shouldn’t go. But being
bound and determined to put a
tag on my first ram, I set out.
I drove to the Blackstone Gap
and camped in my truck. I was
set to hunt the September 24 to
25, and told Rhonda I would be
home on the second day to get
our oldest daughter Hailey from
school.

the snow and big single tracks. I
was excited thinking today may
just be the day. The ram crossed
up high into a basin that I had no
plans on going into but there was
a ram possibly in there. I climbed
up over top of the mountain
where I spent a good part of the
day glassing and saw where the
ram tracks crossed over into the
basin I had originally planned on
going into. Thinking I didn’t want
to climb down the way I came in
because it was a nasty climb, I
would try again the next day and

I woke up on the morning of
the 24th it was -6 C. For the first
time in my sheep hunting life, I
took out some of the essential
gear I usually carried in order to
lower my pack weight as I decided I’d be back early to the truck
and if I was successful I could
sleep on the mountain, something
I had done before.
I set out headed north into
the Blackstone Gap following the
creek. On the way up the valley,
there were fresh sheep tracks in
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go with my original plan.
I looked at my map and determined that I could follow the
basin down to the original trail
I came in on. I had never seen
such rock outcroppings and natural caves, the sculpted rock was
amazing. As I made my way down
following the creek taking pictures, I came to a narrow canyon.
From the top the view was spectacular I stood on the edge and
fumbled in my coat pocket to get
my camera out, not really paying

much attention. The next thing I
realized I had fallen roughly 20’
into the freezing water below.
As I stood at the bottom looking up stunned, I looked around
and determined that I couldn’t
climb up. I stood there thinking
about my options. I could stay
where I was or try and find a way
out. I worked my way through
about two kilometres of canyon, I
had to drop 10’ cliffs on my way
down.
I ended up at a 50’ drop and
I couldn’t see the bottom and I
didn’t want to get near the edge
for the fear of falling again. It was
roughly 50’ to the top in the narrow canyon and there was a small
overhang and two spots where I
could sit. The one spot under the
overhang was small and the creek
ran around it. I tried to build it up
but the moisture was too much
so I built the spot up in the open.
It was barely big enough for me
to sit. At this point it was getting
dark and I had no options other
than to stay put.
I set out my gear and stripped
down and wrung out my clothes
the best I could. The first night
was cold I sat and shivered, my
thoughts were about surviving
and going home to my wife and
two daughters. At roughly 2 a.m.
(my guardian) a pack rat had
climbed into the canyon to steal
all of my maps and toilet paper.
I was mad as I was saving it to
dry and burn. The rest of the
night the pack rat harassed me, I
fired off one shot hoping maybe
somebody would hear and report
a poacher.

Nothing could have ever prepared me for what was in store
for me the next day. The morning
started off cloudy and the day
proceeded to hammer me with
rain, hail, sleet, and snow. Still
being soaked from the day before
I just got wetter and colder, my
body was starting to hurt from
the non-stop shivering.
Once the dark came so did the
wind. Slowly freezing to death
was painful. I had lost my watch,
I thought it was past midnight but
it was only 10:30 p.m. I was cold,
my body hurt and I was shivering
so hard my teeth were hurting. All
I could think about was how sorry
I was for the argument and that I
wasn’t with my family.
I carved my name and the date
on the rock, thinking I might not
make the night. I also made a
video on my camera for my family
if they ever found me.
Around 1 a.m., hypothermia
started to set it. I hadn’t slept
since I left the truck. I started
to feel warm and comfortable,
the shivering had stopped and
I thought five minutes of sleep
would revitalize me, it’s all I
needed. As I started to doze off, I
thought of Rhonda, my girls, the
rest of my family and thought I
may not see them again.
Then in the haze of falling
asleep and being scared I thought
I’m not warm it hasn’t warmed
up, its still windy and dark. I
stood up and did a few jumping
jacks the little bit of movement
brought back the shivering. I
never thought I would appreciate

it as much as I did at that moment.
I decided I would try and burn
my sweater knowing I needed it,
some light and heat was going to
be rewarding. I built a small fire
pit and cut a sleeve up. It was
wet but something was on my
side as it burnt I piled more rocks
and cut up more of the sweater.
I burnt it until there was nothing
left of it. I then took the hot rocks
and placed them on and around
me. It was painful having the hot
rocks on me but I needed the
heat.
I looked down the falls at one
point thinking I could survive the
fall possibly or I’d die but the option and consequences weighed
hard on my mind.
The pack rat came back to
harass me through the night. I
continually thought about killing
it with my knife but all I managed
to do was trim its whiskers. I
fired off two more shots, hoping someone would hear them.
Shooting in the canyon deafened
me to where I couldn’t even hear
the creek running down the falls.
The morning of September
26th was clear. Sometime around
8 a.m. I thought I heard a faint
sound of a rifle shot, so I fired off
a round hoping again. (Turned out
it was my father-in-law Harvey
and brother-in-law.) The day was
warmer, I was unbelievably happy
that I survived the night but knew
deep down another night like that
would more than mean the end of
what I could take. I knew Rhonda
would be worried and looking
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up on the ledge above but they
hit the edge and went down the
water falls. I took my Gerber saw
blades and tried the same thing
they also went down the hole.
The last thing I had was a
fleece balaclava camo on one
side, blaze orange on the other.
I needed it so I reluctantly kept
it just incase I had to spend
the night. My backpack had an
orange flag that I cut out and
waved every time the chopper
flew by. It was getting dark. I was
getting upset that I wouldn’t be
found; I was tired mentally and
physically.

for me as I didn’t check in but I
also knew missing persons is 24
hours, so I was mentally preparing myself for another long night.
At around 2 p.m., the sun was
shining in to the canyon and I
stripped down again and placed
my clothes on the steep slide
next to the falls and stood naked
on the safest spot warming in the
sun. It was roughly 15-20 minutes
of sunlight but it felt great.
Roughly around 3-3:30 p.m., I

heard what sounded like a helicopter then all of a sudden it
blasted up the canyon past me.
I fired off a couple shots a half
hour to hour later the chopper came back and was directly
above me. I fired off my last few
shots in rapid succession hoping
somebody would have heard it
and figured it out that they were
close. But sadly the chopper took
off and flew back up the valley.
I had my red boxers put a rock
in them and tried to throw them
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I decided at this point I would
chance losing my balaclava. I put
a rock in it, pulled the drawstring
and tossed it and it landed up
top. I heard the helicopter coming up the valley (found out after
it was the last pass of the day
and my dad was in it). The chopper stopped and hovered then
slowly passed in front of the
canyon opening. I stood waving
my flag when the chopper passed
by again then hurriedly flew out
towards the staging area.
I sat down. I’d spent the last
bit of energy that I had thinking
I was spending another night. I
couldn’t stand up, I was so weak,
and my throat was sore from yelling at the helicopter. Then in the
dark, I heard my name. I answer
back with all I had left for a voice.
Doug was the first search and
rescue member to make contact.
I was so happy to hear him and
know that I was located. Doug,

Roland and another member
climbed up above me and Roland
rappelled in to the canyon to assess me. The chopper was there
with the spot light the whole
time. After talking to Roland, they
decided we would spend the
night. Roland was surprised that I
was not hurt.
The search and rescue crew
brought in some food and Gatorade. All of the food fell down the
hole; I laughed as it was a bitch
that took most of what gear I had
left.
Roland handed me a note. My
hands were so stiff I couldn’t unfold it so Roland did for me. The

note was from Rhonda, I broke
down reading it.
That night, Roland and I talked.
He was from Australia. I told him
about the pack rat and he looked
at me like I was nuts. When I
climbed into the first sleeping
bag, I was still cold so I climbed
into a second one and started to
convulse. Never in my life had I
experienced anything like it, it
was equally as scary as freezing
to death.
The next morning I could smell
the campfire smoke from Doug
and the other rescue member fire
from below. (I still can remember
it like it was yesterday, as well

as of many other things from
this experience.) Around 8 a.m.,
the K-Country search and rescue
helicopter and crew flew in and
dropped off two members from
the rescue line off of the chopper.
They stuck me in a screamer suit
and flew me back to the staging
area.
When my weak and weary feet
hit the ground, Rhonda was there
and she latched onto me. My dad
came up patted me on the back
and said, “You did good, you did
real good.” I could go on about
my experience and all the emotions that go along with it but I’ll
leave that for when people ask.
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THE WOLF PACK DECIDED TO TRY A
NEW AREA THAT WE HAD SEEN SHEEP
FROM IN THE PAST FROM A DISTANCE.
OFF WE WENT. THE TRIP WAS UNEVENTFUL UNTIL WE GOT BACK TO THE TRAIL
HEAD, AND AS IT ALWAYS SEEMS TO
HAPPEN, RAMS APPEARED ON THE
SKYLINE AT A DISTANCE AS THE CLOUDS
CAME IN. BUT EVEN AT THE DISTANCE
A TRUE MONARCH WAS NOTICEABLE IN
A SPLIT SECOND.
The plan was set to hunt those
rams this season, many a day was
spent observing them before the
open and the excitement grew. As in
most groups, the person that spotted
the rams gets the pick and Zac had
the eagle eyes that night. Unfortunately that was the closest we got to
the rams and never saw the King.

THE WOLF PACK'S

BROTHER FROM
ANOTHER
MOTHER RAM
BY DAVID HAY
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We spent many a day wondering where and how those rams left
the area, our search grew wider and
longer. Kelly, well pregnant, logged
many long miles with Zac and I in
the snow and cold as the season
got longer. It came down to the last
weeks of the season, with limited
time off from work for myself, we
made plans to maximize the time we
had to spend in the mountains.
Zac and I hiked in and set up a
late season camp with firewood for
the nights ahead. Our good friend
Blaine joined Zac as I headed back to
town. I sat at work wondering how
those fellas were making out they
endured snow and cold.
The day came, and I packed up
and left to join the boys in the
mountains, with little to look at
during the snow storms and high
winds. The first days of the hunt

were uneventful and cold but we
were in good sheep country in the
late season with high hopes of the
weather breaking before the end of
the season, with weather forecasted
for 20 below in town we knew we’d
be in for some cold days ahead to
finish the season off.

wind had picked and was just above
freezing.

the back bowl of the mountain. We
were off running to close the gap.

As we waited, four rams came out
of the trees. With the topography, we
thought they could have given us the
slip. A quick dash around the point
of the ridge showed that they hadn’t.

As luck would have it, with five
days left in the season the weather
began to clear. Blaine had to head
back to town unfortunately before
any of the excitement began. After
a long time looking at snow blown
mountain sides in low visibility, a
ewe and lamb appeared.

As we got back to our first ambush point, we saw them 500 yards
away up the mountain feeding away.
The wind was covering us in blowing
gusting snow. Optics were quickly
becoming unusable and time between gusts was not ideal for a shot.
The steep bank didn’t allow a steady
platform either. Zac looked over to
me and said, “Dave that’s the ram
you’ve been talking about all year,
the first shots yours.”

400 yards, stable and ready, the
ram turned broadside, a 230 grain
Berger was in the air. Zac followed
up with a 195 grain Berger as the
ram hadn’t fallen over just yet. Both
shots were fatal and two inches
apart. Practicing shooting at a mile
with our hunting rifles probably
helped us a little.

The next day a couple ridges away
nine ewes appeared. That night a
lone ram appeared down low in the
valley. The next afternoon, seven
rams appeared low in the timber,
headed for us up on the ridge. The

As the rams fed away, they went
over the finger on the ridge and into

After some pictures and celebratory talks we begin the work. We
spent the morning of the next day
digging out the tipi and looking for a
second ram, that afternoon we began
hiking out and going over that season and already planning the next
year’s adventures. Hopefully Kelly
won’t be waiting for me to catch up
next year.
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A RAM FROM POP
BY ALEXANDER SHARIF

[ARTICLE FIRST PUBLISHED IN THE
SUMMER 2020 ISSUE OF FAIR CHASE
– THE MAGAZINE OF THE BOONE &
CROCKETT CLUB]
Sometimes miracles seem to
descend on us and on July 1st
2019, the 25th anniversary of my
father’s death, I dreamt he wanted to tell me something though
exactly what was unclear, and I
awoke in cold sweat. The next
morning as I was arranging credit
card pre-approvals for a European
trip, the service agent on the
phone asked if I wanted to pay
off my card’s balance in advance.
Odd, I had not used this card yet.
When I inquired what charges
were showing, she paused then

said “Arizona Fish and Wildlife”
My heart raced and I let out a
jubilant yell that rocked my wife
out of bed! Was this really possible? There are only nine desert
sheep tags issued to the entire
world (aside from about 100
reserved for Arizona residents)
and against all odds, I drew one
of them! A sense of gratitude and
the possibility of divine intervention descended. My heritage is
filled with sheep/Ibex hunting and
any news, article, chat, or program that remotely mentions the
words “sheep” or “goat” (even
passages in the Bible) snags my
attention. This was, however, over
the top!
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Over the months that followed,
feelings of putting my hands
around a broomed set of horns
on a desert ram occupied my
dreams. I would have loved to
make this a DIY hunt but preexisting work engagements interfered, thus, I hired Craig Steele of
Exclusive Outdoor Pursuits to help
me find a mature ram. Craig lives
in Kingman, AZ on the edge of my
hunting unit. Craig knows every
tree, bush and mountain in that
country- the perfect guide. This is
a once in a lifetime event, access
was easy by sheep standards and
it represented a great opportunity to share the hunt experience
more widely; thus, I invited my
younger son Miguel, my Cran-

brook buddy Ken and my California pal Masoud to come along
and share the hunt/camp life.
Without a doubt, I owe this tag to
Masoud’s application knowledge
(Thanks pal).
On Nov. 30th, we all met up
in Kingman and after the usual
introductions we headed out to
our camp; a wall tent to accommodate us all on the scenic leeward side of Thimble Mountain.
We were surrounded by natural
desert plants including jumping
chola, mesquite, palo verde, Joshua trees and century plants. The
cackle of Gamble’s Quail and the
occasional bray of the feral burros
crossed the thin air. My study of
Jack O’Connor’s Arizona desert
game pursuits came to mind.
I always re-check rifle condition and scope zero after travel so
we found a safe spot and I fired
a couple of short and long shots.
With a 240 yard zero, the custom
Lilja barreled 280 Remington was
spot on. My pal Masoud had
brought this rifle, nearly identi-

cal to my own Alberta sheep rifle
to save me the hassles of bringing my own rifle from Canada.
After supper, Craig showed me
some pictures of rams that he
had scouted prior to our arrival
and it was an impressive lineup.
Craig understood that like Cape
buffalo hunters, I opt for age and
character over size, symmetry or
arbitrary point scoring and his
search respected these wishes. As
luck would have it, on the day we
were arriving to camp, a new ram
with very heavy character horns
had moved into our hunting area.
We would have to relocate him
and try to age him before deciding if he was the quarry I sought.
We arose at 5:00 am on 1
December, opening day. After a
quick cup of coffee, we drove 30
minutes through the desert and
started hiking in the dark to reach
the perched basin where Craig
thought the heavy ram might be
holed up. We climbed steadily
for an hour and a half and as
the southern style Alpen glow
warmed the peaks, we crested a

knoll and settled in to glass. The
extra eyes were welcomed and after 45 minutes, we located a band
of five rams. However, the heavy
horned newcomer ram was not
with them. We waited in the still
desert air, watching and scanning
further when suddenly, there he
was, darker than the rest but just
below the group. The ram band
was calmly feeding about 1,500
yards away on a side slope below
a rock band. We huddled and
formulated a hunt plan. Craig,
Miguel and l would initiate the
stalk from this point and the rest
would hunker down and enjoy the
show from this vantage point. The
open terrain between us and the
rams made the stalk tricky so we
switched back and forth between
three arroyos and closed the distance to 600 yards for better viewing but that was still too far and
there was no remaining cover. It
was the ram’s move now and our
task was to remain patient. They
started feeding down towards
a creek bottom and eventually
dropped out of sight. There was a
boulder the size of a Volkswagen
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a ram from pop (continued)
and if I could reach that, I would
have a responsible and an ethical
shot. Now, if we could only make
it there before the rams changed
their minds about leaving the
country or bedding. Unfortunately,
when I looked around I spotted
three burros staring at us from
the basin that led to the rams.
My worry was that spooking them
would also frighten the rams, so
we backtracked and detoured 500
yards out of their sight.
Moving gingerly through rocks
and cacti we reached the large
boulder and thankfully, the rams
were still there undisturbed and
feeding slowly downslope. The
heavy ram stood perfectly broadside with his head down feeding
on Cholas; it is an image burned
indelibly into my memory. Craig
ranged him at a very achievable
305 yards and I settled in prone
for the shot. I lined up the reticle
of the 2.5x8 scope on the ram’s
shoulder and with a cool head
and a small prayer, squeezed the
light trigger. The spritzer found
its target and the shot felt good.
It was. The heavy ram took a forward leap followed by a rear flip,
expiring instantly. A sense of joy
and gratitude flooded over me but
at the same time sadness settled
in my heart. My dad’s presence
was in front of my mind and I
thought how wonderful it would
have been to have him next to
me when the heavy ram fell. He
was there in spirit and he may
well have urged this hunt on, but
how and for what reason? Reflecting on this later, I realize that my

own son Miguel was in the role I
used to fill with my own Pop. Was
I passing the same passion and
joys that I had received? Was this
backward look to pop one that
my own son would have after I
was gone?
We radioed the gang to join us
before we walked up to the ram
so as to share the arrival at the
anschuss as one. I had tears in
my eyes when I saw the quality
of the ram we had just killed-for
it was a team effort. His horns
were bright bleached yellow, typical of the Desert Nelsoni subspecies. As sheep hunters often
describe dimensions, his chipped,
dinged and scarred up horns were
impressively thick at the base,
carrying the mass all the way to
their heavily broomed tips and
in fact, the brooming magnified
the massiveness of the spread-
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ing curls. His dark chocolate coat
graded to lighter undertones on
his belly. We aged him at 9 and
later on, having seen pictures
of him in 2012 from a biologist’s
files, I suspect he may have
been even older. His horns were
broomed back to 32” around the
curve but he had 14 7/8” bases.
In short, the perfect ram to kill.
The weather was ideal and I
quickly changed to a Gondola T
shirt I had purchased in Venice,
Italy with my dad back in 1966. I
closely guard this shirt and wear
it annually on the anniversary of
his death. Same goes for his Ray
Ban sunglasses. Digital cameras
meant we took lots of photos,
then propped the ram on a ledge
and I took a moment to remember my old man, my uncle and
their steady infusion of hunting,
appreciation, and wildness. I also

remembered my living friends, my
family and all those who helped
me come to sit by this gorgeous
ram. Following a toast, we got
busy with an efficient hour of
caping and quartering.
Despite my back surgery a
couple of years ago, I proudly
packed the ram’s head and cape
down the mountain while others
carried meat. Once we arrived
at our camp, I deboned all the
meat and made backstrap shish
kabobs and heart meat skewers.
We celebrated our success over a
great meal of fresh sheep meat.
We laughed and told stories (Ken
mostly…) well into the night.
The next morning we registered
my ram in town. I was flattered to
see how many of the AZ Fish and
Wildlife employees came out not
only to see this beautiful ram but

to shake my hand and congratulate me. They were true professionals and many are hunters.
They took DNA samples, captured
photographs from several angles
and followed their strict protocol
for the registration. I deliberately
downplay ram scores but it is
such a part of sheep hunting
lore that I am pleased to report
the ram scored 168 3/8” net, just
3/8” over the 168” Boone and
Crocket minimum listing score.
It is noteworthy that such scores
lack consideration of animal age
or horn character!
This hunt did not have the
challenges of harsh elements
that I am accustomed to in the
Great White North or Asiatic alpine
hunts. In fact, it was perhaps the
easiest sheep hunt I had ever experienced. However, it was made
special because it came as a true

gift from God as it channeled my
old man’s presence in my life
even as it linked me to my son.
Ultimately Pop, my Uncle, and
my sons will all hunt sheep and
goats in heaven where every ram
is over 12 years old with missing teeth and every Billy’s horns
touches its back.
In closing, I compliment the
Arizona Fish and Game for an
outstanding sheep habitat and
population management in the
face of disease, predation and
harassment factors. My undying
appreciation for the State allowing
us outsiders to try our luck for
drawing a tag. Keep on applying
my friends and remember, hope
knows no limits!
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wild sheep foundatio n alberta

LIFETIME MEMBERS

JAN AARSEN
RICHARD AARSEN
RANDY ABBOTT
JOSH ALLEN
DARCY ALM
WADE ANDERSON
ERIC ANDERSON
DAVID ANDERSON
GERALD ANDERSON
MARCO ANNICH
REUBEN APOLL
JEREMY APOLL
JAMIE ARNETT
STEVE ARNETT
JEREME ARSENAULT
CORDELL BADGER
R. WAYNE BADGER
JORDAN BARGHOLZ
CHRIS BARKER
DEREK BARNES
DAVE BARRON
KELVIN BECKER
SCOTT BIGELOW
BRIAN BILDSON
JEAN-MICHEL BILODEAU
JESSE BLACK
VINCE BLOOM
THOMAS BODEWITZ
ISAAC BOLDT
WAYNE BOWD
BOB BOWLEN
MARK BOYCE
SPENCER BRAMALL
ROGER BRATRUD
RICHARD BRATRUD
DEAN BRAUER
MIKE BRAY

FRED BREEZE
STEVE BROADHEAD
GEOFF BROTHERTON
PETER BROWN
GLENN BROWN
JOEY BUSETTO
MIKE BYATT
GREG CADRAIN
CHRIS CAMERON
RONALD CAREY
CODY CASSIDY
DAN CHABAY
PAUL CHAMBERS
LUKE CHERNISH
MATHEW CHRISTIE
JARED CLARK
JASON CLEMETT
DARCY COLEMAN
ALLAN COLLINS
COLE COLOSIMO
DARREN COONEY
BARB COONEY
CRAIG COPELAND
DALLAS COTA
DAVE CRAIG
MALCOLM CROSS
SHANE CROUCH
TATE CROUCH
GUINN CROUSEN
SHAYNE CUSACK
KEVIN DAASE
BRADLEY DALE
DENIS DALE
PATON DALE
BRANDON DARLING
KIM DARVILL
MANDY DAVEY
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PETE DAVEY
STEVE DAVIE
JEFF DEJAX
MARK DEMCHUK
ROB DENIS
CHARLES DESMEULES
LUCAS DESPINS
FRANS DIEPSTRATEN
BRIAN DOBSON
EARL DOCHERTY
GARRY DOERING
BRAD DONKIN
MIKE DRURY
BOBBY DUMA
BILL DUNN
STEVE DYKE
STEVE ECKLUND
WILF EDGAR
MATTHEW ELINES
JAMES ELLIOTT
ALEX ELLIOTT
BILL EMRICH
ELDON ENGEL
ROB ENGLOT
TERRY ENGSTROM
DARRYN EPP
ROBERT ERICKSON
MARLIN FISHER
DEVIN FISHER
DAVID FORREST
ADAM FOSS
CAMERON FOSS
TOM FOSS
ROB GALLEN
QUINN GENERT
CHRIS GENERT
ROY GETSON

TYREL GILBERT
GORD GORZITZA
TRAVIS GRANT
HAROLD GRINDE
LEON GROVES
LEVY GROVES
RILEY GROVES
MARK GUSHATTEY
BRIAN HALINA
TODD HALINA
ROD HALL
LAUREEN HALL
BRIAN CHRISTY DAWSON
HALLOCK
CRAIG HALUN
VANESSA HARROP
MIKE HARVEY
ADAM HAWTHORNE
GILLAN HAYNE
JOE HEBERT
MICHAEL HEFFEL
DAVID HENRY
KELLY HEWSON
KRIS HIGGINS
WILL HINCHEY
JEFF HINDBO
LORNE HINDBO
SHARMANE HINDBO
DALE HISLOP
BRIAN HOPE
DARYLL HOSKER
KEN HOULE
DARRELL HUNTER
DALLAS HUPP
KEVIN HURLEY
IVAN INDENBOSCH
DAN INDENBOSCH

SCOTT ISBISTER
JEREMY JABLONSKI
BRADLEY JACOBSEN
GARY JACOBSEN
ALFRED JENKINS
SHANE JENSEN
ARNE JOHANSSON
MICHAEL JOHNSON
CRAIG JONES
KEN KADUTSKI
DALLAS KAISER
DALE KASTELEN
LYNN KELLY
DALLAS KING
ROBERT KINNIBURGH
GORD KITCHEN
BRANDON KOEBEL
ROB KOPECKY
TERRY KOSKI
DUANE KUBINCHAK
DERYK KUNY
EMIL KURE
SHANNON LANCASTER
THOMAS LANDRY
NATHAN LARSON
CHRIS LEMAIRE
DARRELL LENDRUM
JEREMY LIESEMER
VINCENT LOHMAN
PAT LONG
BRADY LOUGH
ADAM LUKA
ANDREW LUNT
DARIN MACDONALD
JAMES MACEACHERN
JUSTINE MACFADYEN
CHRIS MACHAN
DAYNE MAJEAU
JAY MANNING
ZDENEK MARES
LEE MARTINEAU
JASON MARTYN
JIM MATHESON
CHRIS MAXWELL
DANIEL MCARTHUR
BILL MCCLELLAND
CAM MCCULLOCH
NATHAN MCELROY

DAVE MCGUIRE
LINDSAY MCQUAID
RICHARD MELLON
MATTHEW MELLON
HERB MEYR
DOUG MILLS
CHESTER MJOLSNESS
MARTHA MJOLSNESS
ERIC MOLAND
MARK MORRISH
MARK MOUNTAIN
PETE MOUNTAIN
WAYNE MOUNTAIN
POVL MUNKSGAARD
CRAIG NAKAMOTO
THANOS NATRAS
CARSON NUTTING
JESSE NUTTING
GARY NYBERG
SCOTT ODGERS
DEREK OLSON
PAT O’NEILL
SEAN O’NEILL
CHASE OSWALD
RYAN PALK
SHANE PAPE
MICHAEL PAPE
KELLY PAPE
VERNE PASCOE
LLOYD PERSSON
PAUL PIERUNECK
DALE PINNELL
STUART POLE
COREY POPICK
RYAN POWELL
REG PROSTEBBY
DYLAN PUTZENBERGER
GRANT RACH
CRAIG RATH
CHAD RATTENBURY
ERIC RAUHANEN
REGAN REDLICK
AMIE REDLICK
EMERSON REDLICK
COLIN W. REICHLE
MITCHELL RINDAL
KELLY ROBERTSON
CHARLIE ROGERS

RANDY ROMBS
ROBIN ROUTLEDGE
ALAN ROWLEY
CHESTER RUDOLF
ORRY RUMBALL
NATHAN SAAR
CONRAD SAKOFSKY
GORDON SALOMONS
GORDON & MICHELLE
SANDERS
TIM SANDERS
CHESTER SANDS
JOHN SCHAPANSKY
LANCE SCHNEIDER
COLE SCHNEIDER
BRIAN SCHULTZ
NATHAN SCHULTZ
SIMONE SCHULTZ
BRIAN SCOTT
SKIP SELK
ALEXANDER SHARIF
ROCKY SHARMAN
CHRIS SHEWCHUK
STEPH SHIPPY
KYLE SHYBACK
COR SIEMENS
R. BRENT SINCLAIR
KYLE SINCLAIR-SMITH
DARREL SKINNER
THOMAS SMITH
TATE SNODGRASS
MIKE SOLLID
ELIJAH SOLLID
GREG SPEITELSBACH
SANDI STANLEY
KYLE STEED
MICHAEL STEER
KYLE STEGMAIER
KYLE J STELTER
MEL STIEBEN
JAKOB STRASSER
IAN STUART
MILO SWANSON
GLEN SZONDI
WILLIAM TAILBY
JOHN TANGHE
CARL TATARIN
KELVIN TATARYN

STEVEN TAYLOR
ROB TAYLOR
PIERRE TESSIER
JOANNE THOMAS
WAYNE THOMPSON
DARREN THOMSON
GRAY THORNTON
RENÉE THORNTON
COLIN TRUMAN
W. FRANK TURNER
LUKE TYLER
JAX TYLER
GREGG ULVELAND
DAVE VAN BELLEGHEM
LUKE VANDERGUST
JILL VANDERGUST
RICK VANDERHEIDE
ANDRE VANHILTEN
JASON VOGHELL
TANNER WALGENBACH
STAN WALKER
MATTHEW WALKER
STEPHANIE WALL
LES WALL
JEFF WALL
KYLE WATSON
TRAVIS WEBSTER
JASON WEINBERGER
DERRICK WESTLUND
DARREN R WHITEHEAD
SCOTT WIDDIFIELD
DAVE WIDDIFIELD
DOMINIC WIDDIFIELD
CODY WILLIAMS
DARRYL WILLIAMS
GLEN WILLSIE
BYRON WOLF
CODY WOLLEN
LYLE WOOD
DARREN YAKUBOWSKI
LARRY YARHAM
KIRBY YAROSH
KEITH YODER
WILL ZOBELL
BRANT ZURAWELL
WICKED RIVER
OUTFITTERS
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GO REST ON THAT

HIGH MOUNTAIN

BY DALLAS COTA

A TRIBUTE TO THE SOUL, SPIRIT AND
MEMORY OF CALVIN MCLAREN FEBRUARY 9 1970-JULY 3 2020.
Calvin McLaren was hunting
bighorn sheep alone before hunting
bighorn sheep “solo” was considered
cool. I can remember it like it was
yesterday; Calvin telling me about
his first ventures in search of the
elusive and addictive Alberta Bighorn
sheep.
When your sheep hunting partner
tells you stories of when he used
to take his car, park it in the ditch
at Two O-clock creek loaded with a
square bale of hay, a tarp along with
a nap sack, a pair of old 8x32 Bushnell’s that had been handed down
to him, a sleeping bag and a pile
more items that are needed but are
anything but light, you know you’re
talking to a true sheep hunter.

What is the bale of hay and the
tarp for, I asked as I knew he wasn’t
much of a horse guy let alone owning one? He responded; since I don’t
own a tent, this is my protection
against the elements! He would drag
that bale of hay out of the ditch on
to flat ground just inside the barb
wire fence and spread it out evenly
about half the size of his tarp. He
would then throw the tarp over the
hay, lay his sleeping bag down and
then flip the remaining half of the
tarp over it. He had learnt this trick
from years of hunting with his dad,
brothers and grandpa. It wasn’t old
school at the time but rather making
do with what you had available!
Supper usually meant heating up
pre-made stew or chili over an open
fire. That was as close to a Jetboil/
Mountain House/Peak Refuel meals
we would consider the norm today.
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The alarm on his watch would have
him up long before sunrise and a
granola bar with a drink of water
was breakfast with no time to spare.
The Two O-clock Creek trail was long
and anything but flat and he had to
start walking if he was going to be at
his glassing spot before sunrise.
If you had ever hiked with Calvin,
you would probably remember that
he had one speed; non-stop and
steady. In later years and many hard
lessons later, I have learned that this
method is far more efficient than
the “hard and fast, stop, rest and go
again” method. Calvin never deviated from this style throughout his
sheep hunting career with a heel to
toe step and a zig-zag pattern going
up steep inclines.
I’ll spare you with the lengthy
and uneventful outcome of the Two

O-clock creek adventure and will give
you the short version. Calvin could
see sheep in the pre-dawn light
hours just as the sun was rising and
with even a snowstorm blowing in
he continued on. He could now see
rams but the wind, snow, lack of
shelter along with the blue jean jacket/pants he was wearing forced him
to retreat. When the storm passed,
the sheep had of course vanished.

Two years after that, he booked a
hunt with BPO in the Yukon and harvested a 15-year-old Dall’s sheep and
now had a slam.

After that trip, he concluded that
you will either love sheep hunting
or hate it altogether; another common phrase used today. On a related
note, Calvin made that same hike
several more times on that trip and
for the next couple of years without
taking his own ram. Yet, he helped
several friends harvest their first
rams. Several years later he harvested a Bighorn down in the Crowsnest
pass which only fueled his passion.

Calvin donated his time to WSFA
whenever possible. He spent two
years as a director on the board,
taught lightweight backpacking
courses with me at the Red Deer
WSFA banquet as well as in RENO
at the WSF Sheep Show. The invite
from Gray Thornton to teach in RENO
was the highest honor we both
could have received, we relived that
experience many times. Calvin also
volunteered his time collecting data

The following year, Calvin and I
achieved the feat of harvesting two
9-year-old Bighorn rams in 4 days.
An adventure that I will never forget
and the story that I will tell around
campfires for years to come.

OBITUARY:
CALVIN MCLAREN OF COLEMAN,
BELOVED HUSBAND TO JACLYN AND
DEVOTED FATHER TO CAITLIN, PASSED
AWAY SUDDENLY AND UNEXPECTEDLY
ON JULY 3, 2020, AT THE AGE OF 50
YEARS.
AT THIS TIME, CALVIN’S FAMILY HAS
CHOSEN TO HOLD A CELEBRATION OF
LIFE AT A LATER DATE.
IN LIEU OF FLOWERS, MEMORIAL DONATIONS WILL BE GRATEFULLY ACCEPTED
BY THE WILD SHEEP FOUNDATION OF
ALBERTA, AS WELL AS THE CROWSNEST
PASS HEALTH FOUNDATION.
OUR MOST SINCERE SYMPATHIES TO
THE FAMILY AND FRIENDS OF CALVIN
STANLEY MCLAREN FEBRUARY 9 1970JULY 3 2020.
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HIGH MOUNTAIN (continued)
for the “horn annuli study” by travelling to many sheep hunters’ homes
in the evenings to collect data for
the study. He was also caught on
trail cameras chasing sheep off the
highway at Crowsnest lake several
times. I remember Calvin telling me
how he would drive out there after
work to make sure the sheep were
off the road. Who knows, maybe he
may have even hauled a salt block
or two back in the trees to keep the
sheep away from the highway.
Calvin helped many youths get in
to hunting as every year he signed
up for the Youth Hunter program in
the Crowsnest Pass put on by the
local F&G association. He also men-

tored and guided many of his coworkers from the hospital as well as
donating a large portion of his wild
game harvests to families in need.
Calvin never forgot about his family and friends either during hunting
season. They were always included
and if they couldn’t make the trip,
he would stop in for a visit as he
made his way to or from the hunt.
Stopping by to see his daughter
Caitlin was always a priority for him.
And as I’ve said before, you can’t
enjoy your passion if you don’t have
the support from your number “One”
and Calvin’s ventures were always
supported by his loving wife Jaclyn.
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I have many more stories of the
time spent in the mountains with
Calvin but I’m going to be greedy
and keep them to myself. If we ever
share a fire together, trust me I will
share them with you and we will
raise a drink in his honor. Had Calvin
not invited me sheep hunting many
moons ago, I wouldn’t be where I
am today and for that I am forever
indebted.
They don’t make them like Calvin
anymore; solid, genuine, steadfast
and with a set of eyes like an eagle!
Go rest high on that mountain pal.
You will be missed but never forgotten!

2020 WSFA BANQUET

CORPORATE SPONSORS

Platinum

Bronze
Dallas Cota
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2020 WSFA

BANQUET NIGHT
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Banquet night (continued)
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Whitetail Deer • Black Bear • Wolf • Moose

Cole & Maria Patmore
Box 45
Zama City, AB T0H 4E0
Canada
780-821-0129
cole@deerriveroutfitters.com
deerriveroutfitters.com
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wild sheep foundation alberta

2019 RAM AWARDS
2019 Largest Archery Ram
TOM FOSS
Yukon Dall Ram
164 4/8” P&Y
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2019 RAM AWARDS (CONTINUED)

2019 Largest Rifle Ram Recognition
DALE HISLOP
Yukon Fannin Ram
150 7/8” B&C

2019 Oldest Ram
PETER KOEBISCH
Alberta Bighorn Ram
10 Years Old
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2019 Largest Rifle Ram
BRANDON DARLING
Alberta Bighorn Ram
167 2/8” B&C
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RETURN TO:
Wild Sheep Foundation of Alberta
P.O. Box 2639
Rocky Mountain House, AB
T4T 1L6

MAIL TO:

Valo

Introducing

Camouflage
Valo Is Versatile. Composed

of complex colors that take on the
appearance of their surroundings.

Valo Is Subtle. A low-contrast

pattern designed with lighter earth
tones that help you go unnoticed.

CLOSE RANGE BREAK UP
Valo’s micro-details disrupt
the human outline at close
range so you blend into
your surroundings and go
undetected by game.

It’s KUIU. Micro details inside

a larger macro pattern for concealment
at close and long-range distances.

LONG RANGE BREAK UP

COLOR SET Desert tan,

prairie-grass yellow, stone
grey, coyote brown, olive
drab, and black.

Valo’s large macro pattern
remains effective at breaking
up the human outline at long
range, unlike most camo
patterns that appear as one
color at extended distance.

Only At KUIU.COM
Now hunters are completely covered for every environment with the three
most effective camo patterns in the industry, available in our premier
skin-to-shell layering system. Optimized for any distance, environment or
season, our camo philosophy is to break up your outline, so you blend into
your surroundings and go undetected by game. KUIU’s camo patterns offer the
optimal mix of blending, concealment and break up for anywhere you hunt.
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